
We want to share a bunch of developments from our recent participation in this year’s Virginia Tax 
Roundtable, where several Virginia tax lawyers from around the State met with the Virginia Tax 
Commissioner, his staff, the Attorney General’s staff & this year, Commissioners of Revenue from 
Loudoun, Arlington & Fairfax.  We’ve been doing this annually for many years, both to see what the Tax 
Department is thinking & to share ideas for improved tax administration.   
 
From the Tax Commissioner:   
 
-  Avoid Filing Part-Year Resident Returns.  It turns out that there is 1 person in the Tax Department who 
is charged with looking at every filed “part-year resident” income tax return, and if there is a significant 
amount of income, he is tasked with aggressively auditing that return.  With the burden of proof on the 
taxpayer and the usually messy facts of the part-year residency, taxpayers are losing right & left.  Thus, it 
is far better to make a fresh break beginning on January 1st.  This continues a Department focus to get 
revenue from those leaving Virginia, particularly near a significant taxable transaction in that taxpayer’s 
life. 
 
-  Officer Liability.  The Tax Department continues its push to have “responsible officers” pay the taxes 
owed by dead companies.  In a recent case, the Department found a person responsible even though 
the IRS said he wasn’t a responsible person.  In another case, the auditor tried to hit an officer who had 
actually resigned before the taxable transaction & before the tax return was prepared.  Thankfully, that 
auditor was overturned on appeal – but it shows the aggressiveness of some auditors.  Former company 
managers basically need to prove that they lacked sufficient “control” in order to avoid having to pay 
the tax.   
 
-  A Fine Line between Stonewalling & Making Your Case.  In dealing with audits & appeals, it’s 
dangerous to just stonewall the Department’s document requests.  If the taxpayer resists too much, he 
loses because he has not met his burden of proof (by failing to provide documentation).  But in another 
case where a taxpayer discovered some unreported sales during an audit & volunteered that to the 
auditor, he got hit with tax and penalties.  Be careful.  As a practical matter, be sure the factual record is 
carefully & fully developed before & during the audit to make an appeal easier & faster.   
 
-  Quiet Year Expected for Tax Legislation; Look Out for Tax Department “Guidelines”; Budget Cuts 
Continue.  So far the Tax Commissioner hasn’t seen many legislative initiatives this coming year.  It’s not 
likely that Virginia will conform to federal rules regarding the DOMA-Winsor same-sex marriage case.  
The Department continues to avoid issuing or updating its “regulations” – it takes too long.  Instead 
“guidelines” and “policy statements” are being issued that sometimes conflict with existing regulations.  
The Department is again under pressure to reduce its budget & many of its long time employees are 
about to retire (being replaced with newer auditors).   
 
From Northern Virginia Commissioners of Revenue: 
 
-  Localities Using Many Discovery Methods to Capture Tax Revenue.  About 50% of all BPOL filers pay 
less than $100/year – but the other 50% can pay a lot.  Localities use a BPOL filing as a discovery tool to 
collect other taxes, like business personal property, commercial real estate, etc.  They also cross-check 
with the Virginia Tax Department, zoning & land use records, local chambers of commerce lists, & 
satellite imaging (e.g., Google Earth).   
 



-  Big Initiative to Capture a Tax Allocation of Multi-County & Multi-State Businesses.  This particularly 
hits government contractors and service providers.  Arlington alone has 400 zero BPOL filers that the 
county is preparing to go after.  Many have conference meeting facilities, “liaison offices” and 
“administrative” or “support” offices.  Many have “governmental relations” positions located here.  The 
counties’ definition of exempt, administrative, non-income producing employees is much smaller than 
the federal government’s definition of “indirect labor”.  Thus, if a company has lots of employees and a 
zero or low BPOL, expect audits.   
 
-  Capturing More Taxes from Diversified Businesses.  Companies who “make” things and now have 
branched out to provide services are faced with allocations designed to capture more tax revenue for 
counties on the non-manufacturing activities.  This includes allocating mixed-use employees and mixed-
use personal property.  While the counties cannot require “fractionalization” of mixed-use personnel 
salaries and property, Arlington is permitting companies to fractionalize if they choose to – it’s usually 
easier for both the company & the locality.  Expect more audits in this area.   
 
-  Use Technology Before Audits.  Companies might have an easier initial review/audit if they have been 
able to add “location” codes to their internal personal property/depreciation schedules, as well as 
“location” & “type of employee” to their internal payroll records.  It more quickly focuses any review & 
might get you quickly past the audit.   
 
-  Multi-Jurisdiction Companies Consider Bringing in their other Virginia Localities in any Audit.  Counties 
don’t share their tax information with other localities.  If a company has a presence in multiple Virginia 
localities, it may help the company to bring in the other localities when settling with the initial auditing 
county in order to have the same overall consistent tax treatment – no one wants to pay taxes twice.   
 
-  Avoid Filing Amended Local Property Tax Returns – Do it Right the First Time.  A number of companies 
have been filing amended personal property tax returns to correct old depreciation schedules that may 
not have reflected disposed of assets.  Many localities are going to every extreme to avoid paying 
refunds in those cases.  The localities are using arguments similar to saying “you filed your original 
return and the amended return under oath – are you lying now or then?”  Others are putting the burden 
of proof on the company to prove that the equipment no longer on the amended return is actually gone.  
As you know, proving a negative is very difficult.  Thus, it’s better if companies take just a bit more time 
to go over their depreciation schedules before they file each year.   
 
Hope this information is useful.  If you have any questions about the Tax Roundtable discussions or if we 
can help with any matters, please feel free to give us a call.   Thanks,    david 
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